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LIGHTING / ANIMATION EXPERIENCE ________________________________________ 
 

Motion Edit Animator, Lightstorm Entertainment, Inc., Manhattan Beach, CA, Feb 2018-Present 

Tracked, targeted, and edited motion on James Cameron’s Avatar sequels (2021-2028) 

 Applied actor performance onto show characters by targeting cleanly tracked and refined motion capture data  

 Animated contact/ proportion disparities and stitched motion to combine performance from multiple takes 

 Used Identify for tracking, Nuance for motion editing, and WETA proprietary tools for Motion Builder 

 

Lighting Artist, Disney Animation, Burbank, CA, Jan 2014-Sept 2016  

Lit and composited shots on Big Hero 6, Frozen Fever, Zootopia, Inner workings, and Moana  

 Further developed artistic judgment and technical expertise through experience with multiple show styles and  pushing visual appeal  

 Produced high quality final renders for theatrical release: images free of noise, artifacts, and other imperfections 

 Used Disney proprietary ray-race tracing renderer Hyperion for lighting and Nuke for compositing 

 

2D Artist / 3D Animation Generalist, PopCap Games, San Francisco, CA, Aug 2012-Oct 2013 

Created 2D and 3D content while working closely with art directors, game designers, and engineers on Plants vs. Zombies Adventures: 

 Collaborated with creative team designing appealing and true-to-franchise game props, characters, and environments  

 Transferred 2D designs through 3D pipeline including modeling, texturing, rigging, animation, and lighting 

 Design work done in Photoshop, animation work in Maya and Flash  
 

Lighting Artist, Sony Imageworks, Culver City, CA, Dec 2010-Aug 2012  

Lit and composited shots on Hotel Transylvania, Arthur Christmas, and live-action integration shots on The Smurfs: 

 Met production quota by making timely shot adjustments based on lighting supervisors notes 

 Ensured technical and visual continuity of shots by working closely with lighting leads and team members 

 Used Katana and Arnold ray tracer, Imageworks proprietary tools 
 

Lighting Artist, Moonbot Studios, Shreveport, LA, Aug-Nov 2010 

Lit and composited computer generated elements with live action miniature sets on the short Morris Lessmore (2010): 

 Met demanding deadlines through prioritizing shots and efficient planning of production time 

 Ensured efficient workflow through thorough communication with directors and sensitivity to creative team’s needs 

 Lit with Maya Mental Ray and composited in Nuke  
 

Lighting Intern, Pixar Animation Studios, Emeryville, CA, Jun-Aug 2010 

Studied Pixar lighting theory and pipeline with Toy Story 3 training shots and Cars 2 marketing production shots: 

 Studied under director of photography Kim White and received instructive lectures and feedback from master lighters 

 Gained production experience lighting Cars 2 marketing shots by addressing notes given by lead lighter from daily rounds 

 Learned Pixar proprietary lighting software MENV through shot and sequence lighting of Toy Story 3 elements 
 

Assistant Animator, Visual Designer, Production Artist, Reelworks Animation Inc, Minneapolis, MN, Feb-Aug 2006 

Worked closely with lead animators and producers under strict deadlines in production for animated advertisement shorts:  

 Capitalized on traditional animation skills through extensive ‘inbetweening’ and clean-up work 

 Created character, environment, and color designs using Photoshop and Flash for preproduction 

 Clearly communicated artistic insight in project pitches to clients 
 

 

EDUCATION_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Ringling College of Art and Design, Sarasota, FL 

Bachelor of Fine Arts May 2010 

Major: Computer Animation 

 

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN  

Bachelor of Arts June 2006, Major: Studio Arts  

Obtained four year degree in two years 

 

SPECIFIED SKILLS_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

V-Ray, Nuke, Maya, Disney Hyperion, Maya, Katana/ Arnold (Sony Imageworks proprietary), Identify, Nuance, Adobe CS, also 

fluent in spoken Chinese 

 


